stop expansion
stop ecocide
Aviation is the fastest growing source of pollution
- expected to account for 25% of emissions by 2050
Luton is the fastest growing airport in the UK.

airport expansion
is

terminal

“The credibility of offsetting via the Carbon Offsetting
Scheme for International Aviation is overstated…
It is essential for the airport to recognise that
unfettered growth is not an option.”
Sadiq Khan, Mayor of London - refusing support
for London City Airport expansion plans

“We only have the slimmest of opportunities
remaining to avoid unthinkable damage”
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
board member Amjad Abdulla

“We have 12 years to radically change behaviour....
Governments must make rapid, far-reaching and
unprecedented changes in all aspects of society.”
United Nations
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Pollution, climate Crisis & DEATHS...

?

Why is the council ignoring the risks of
an increase in deaths in the Luton area?

In Luton ~“86 deaths were attributable to particulate
air pollution per annum with 1,004 associated life-years lost”

?

1

how can it be right to GROW an industry
which is contributing to deaths, displacement
& catastrophes around the world?

“As we have seen this year with tragic effect... sea-level rise and
intense tropical storms led to humanitarian...catastrophes” 2

?

is it legal to consult on an expansion before
assessing whether this can possibly stay in line
with government policy of net zero by 2050?

“Taking one return flight generates more CO2 than citizens
of some countries produce in a year” 3
1) Public Health England Report, quoted in LBC Air Quality Action Plan [democracy.luton.gov.uk/]
2) World Meteorological Organisation Secretary General Petteri Taalas. 3) theguardian.com - Carbon Calculator
4) https://stoplae.org/review-of-luton-borough-councils-auditors-report/ [LBC - Luton Borough Council]
5) http://www.airportwatch.org.uk/2018/11/the-concept-of-flying-shame-is-growing-in-sweden

?

couldn’t expansion investment money
instead be going towards limiting the
impacts of austerity?

?

HOW CAN IT MAKE ECONOMIC SENSE TO IGNORE
A GROWING CHANGE IN ATTITUDES TOWARDS
FLYING and GAMBLE ON EVERLASTING GROWTH?

?

no jobs on a dead planet... what about
creating sustainable jobs, that can be
counted on to last?

Council cuts since 2011/12: £113 million. During this
time LBC “continue to invest airport concession income back
into airport projects, rather than fill this budget shortfall.” 4

In Sweden, as people become more aware of the
climate crisis, flight numbers are dropping.
“A turnaround in numbers... 3% fewer domestic flights” 5

...WE HAVE QUESTIONS

